
Harvest More Crop Faster

Save time with the ability to harvest lodged crop leaning towards AND away from the header

“We installed Ag Shield Cross Augers on our 40 ft MacDon FD75 headers and more than doubled 
our forward speed in the same lodged canola fields.”     Chad Haugen - Custom Harvester - Dazey, ND

250 acres of increased productivity  at $25 per acre pays for a $6000 Cross Auger Investment

In Peas:
Harvest an extra 250 acres (500 total) in the same time it takes to do 250 without Augers

250 acres of increased productivity at $25 per acre pays for a $6000 Cross Auger Investment

In Canola:
Harvest an extra 250 acres (750 total) in the same time it takes to do 500 without Augers

Pay for themselves in less than a season!

For Pulses and Canola, Harvest with all Models of Draper Headers
CROSS AUGERS

AG SHIELD -  Cross Auger
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www.agshield.com 888.995.2728

•   Urethane paint shines for 7 years, like the rest of your new harvester!
•   Complete bolt on kits make for fast installs on all models
•   Hydraulic Driven augers with independent motor speed control

•   Augers are 6”OD pipe with a full 3” high flighting, coarser 16” pitch allows reduced rpm,     
     and ELIMINATES wrapping IN ALL CONDITIONS

•   Auger kits for all makes, models, and lengths of swather and combine headers
•   Lower short line price with long line OEM quality

SPECIFICATIONS

Center Paddles:
 

45 Degree swept back unloading paddles push 
crop into the bullet or finger auger. Competing 
augers with straight paddles will wrap crop on 
the auger

Paddles removed on left auger to leave a 
smooth surface for optimal use in all
conditions

45˚

Full Length Auger:
 

Move lodged crop from the ends to the center 
of the header
 

Augers are mounted low to carry crop to the 
center and force crop into the drum auger 
fingers
 

Increase yield by blocking lodged crops from 
passing over the top of the header
 

When Swathing, increase speeds while
improving the shape of the swath

“I replaced my Deere built cross auger with an Ag Shield built 
auger so that my 5th harvester could keep up with the
4 Ag Shield auger equipped combines” — Jeff Prosko

Angled Stripper Bar:
 

Only Ag Shield includes a Patent Pending Angled 
stripper bar with every Cross Auger kit

Angled stripper bar deflects crop into the auger 
flighting and promotes the fastest flow of crop
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